
 

CASA PACIFIQUES TOUR LIST 

Nature and Volcano Tours  

 All Tours include private transportation from Villa & Guide  
 

 

 
 

 

Palo Verde Wildlife Boat Trip: 

 

+ Boat Tour through Palo Verde Wetlands (with shade cover - about 1.5hrs) 

+ Animal Viewing (usually: crocodiles, monkeys, birds, iguanas and more) 

+ Sugar Cane & Cantaloupe plantations along the drive 

+ Optional Pottery Tour (& Souvenir shopping) 

+ Authentic Costa Rican Lunch (several options) + + + ADD Zip-lining OR Coffee Plantation Tour for +$50pp 

RATES (+13%VAT) - $135pp PRIVATE TOUR (min.3 Pax) 

Estimated driving time (one way) - from Flamingo/Potrero: 1:20hr 

Bring - cameras, insect repellent & sun protection 

 

Waterfall & Volcano Experience: 
  

+ Waterfall Hike & Swim* (*weather conditions providing) 

+ Nature Hike for about 1.5hrs (possibilities to spot Wildlife) 

+ See a “Seasonal Waterfall” during hike within National Park 

+ Many active Volcanic Sites (fumaroles, bubbling mud pots & Sulphur lakes) 

+ Deluxe Lunch (with several options) 

+ Natural Volcanic Mud Baths and Hot Springs 

RATES (+13%VAT) - $160pp PRIVATE TOUR (min. 3 Pax) 
Estimated driving time (one way) - from Flamingo/Potrero: 2hrs 
Bring - swimsuits (under!), towels, dry change of clothes and shoes 

 



 

 

 

 

Rainforest Nature and Sloth Tour: 

  

+ Hike on trails through the Tropical Rainforest (about 1.5hrs) 

+ Learn about this extraordinary ecosystem from our nature guides 

+ Optional: Walk over Hanging Bridges (3 different high and long bridges) 

+ Authentic Costa Rican Lunch (several options) 

+ Wildlife Walk in private nature reserve 

+ Sloths, Tree Frogs, Poison Dart Frogs, Butterflies… lots of tropical plants! 

RATES (+13%VAT) - $165pp PRIVATE TOUR (min. 3 Pax) 

Estimated driving time (one way) - from Flamingo/Potrero: 2:20hrs 

Bring - comfortable clothes, rain jacket, shoes & dry change of clothes 

 

 

Wildlife River Float & Sloth Trip:  
 

+ Best trip to see most different animals possible during one single day! 

+ Floating on Rio Corobici (Tropical Dry Forest) for about 2hrs in the morning 

+ Expected Wildlife during floating: monkeys, lizards, iguanas, birds, crocs 

+ Authentic Costa Rican Lunch (several options) 

+ Nature Walk in the Tropical Rainforest (easy activity for all ages!) 

+ Expected Wildlife in rainforest: sloths, frogs, birds, butterflies and more 

RATES (+13%VAT) - $185pp PRIVATE TOUR (min. 3 Pax) 

Estimated driving time (one way) - from Flamingo/Potrero: 2hrs 

Bring - comfortable clothes, sun protection, rain jacket & shoes 

 

LA LEONA WATERFALL CHASING:  
 

+ We will show you the most beautiful Waterfalls of Guanacaste! 

+ “La Leona” Waterfall Hike and River Crossings (for about 2.5hrs) 

+ Authentic Costarican Lunch (several options) at Hacienda Guachipelin 

+ “Oropendula” Waterfall (gorgeous, rock bottomed, clean, clear & cool) 

+ You can swim in all waterfalls (as long as weather conditions are favorable) 

+ Certain level of fitness required – hike to La Leona is adventurous! 

 
+++ ADD Volcanic Mud and Hot Springs for $25pp 
 

 
RATES (+13%VAT) ➔ $185pp PRIVATE TOUR (min. 3 Pax) 

Estimated driving time (one way) ➔ from Flamingo/Potrero: 2hrs 

Bring comfortable clothes, swimsuits (under!), shoes, water & sunscreen 
 

 

Waterfall & Liberia City Tour:  
 

+ Waterfall Swim and Chill @ “Llanos de Cortes” (swimming is possible and safe 

for kids as long as weather conditions are as favorable as they normally are) 

+ Liberia City Tour and Souvenir Shopping 

+ Authentic Costa Rican Lunch (several options) 

+++ ADD Zip-lining for +$50pp 



RATES (+13%VAT) - $115pp PRIVATE TOUR (min. 3 Pax) 

Estimated driving time (one way) - from Flamingo/Potrero: 1:30hrs 

Bring - comfortable clothes, shoes, swimsuits (under!), towels, sun protection 
 
 

 
 

CULTURAL EXPERIENCE  
 
 
 

Coffee Plantation & Pottery Tour:  
 

+ Visit of Rural & Traditional Guanacaste areas 

+ Coffee Tour (learn all about planting, harvesting, drying, roasting and drinking coffee as well as environmental 

sound processes used in Costa Rica!) 

+ Pottery Tour (learn all about the handcrafted “Chorotega” Pottery – see a demonstration and learn about traditions) 

+ Opportunities to shop for souvenirs (Coffee and Pottery from the producers) 

+ Typical Costa Rican Lunch (several options) 

 

RATES (+13%VAT) - $135pp PRIVATE TOUR (min. 3 Pax) 

Estimated driving time (one way) - from Flamingo/Potrero: 1:45hrs 

Bring - comfortable clothes, shoes & sunscreen 



Full Adventure Combos 
 

 

 
 
 

Buenavista Family Adventure: 
 

+ Hanging Bridges walk (12 bridges) 

+ Zip-Lining Adventure (10 cables through the treetops) 

+ Jungle Waterslide (400 yards long and fast!) 

+ Deluxe Lunch Buffet (lots of options) 

+ Horseback Riding (Optional – 40mins) 

+ (Optional: Hike to waterfall instead of horseback ride) 

+ Volcanic Sauna, Mud & Natural Hot Springs 

RATES (+13%VAT) - $160pp PRIVATE TOUR (min. 3 Pax) 
Estimated driving time (one way) - from Flamingo/Potrero: 2hrs 
Bring - comfortable clothes, shoes, swimsuits & flip-flops 
 

 

 

Wild Canyon Adrenaline Combo:  
 

+ Zip-Lining Tour (8 cables along & across canyon) 

+ Rappel & Climbing Wall (Optional – 45ft canyon wall) 

+ Rafting/Tubing on Class 2-3 river (45-60min on 2-person-rafts) 

+ Lunch Buffet (lots of options) 

+ Waterfall Swim (“Llanos de Cortes” or “Oropendola” Waterfall) 

RATES (+13%VAT) - $170pp PRIVATE TOUR (min. 3 Pax) 

Estimated driving time (one way) - from Flamingo/Potrero: 1:20hr 

Bring - comfortable clothes, shoes, swimsuits, water-shoes & towels 

 
 
 

 
 
 



RAINFOREST Adventure & Nature:  
 

+ Tubing Adventure on “Rio Celeste” river 

+ Zip-Lining Adventure (through the canopy of the rainforest above Rio Celeste) 

+ Delicious Lunch (several options) 

+ Nature Walk to see sloths, treefrogs, butterflies and more tropical fauna 

+ Experience famous Rio Celeste, Rainforest & Adventure! 
 

RATES (+13%VAT) ➔ $185pp PRIVATE TOUR (min. 3 Pax) 

Estimated driving time (one way) ➔ from Flamingo/Potrero: 2hrs 

Bring  comfortable clothes, shoes, swimsuits, water-shoes & flip-flops (+ dry change of clothes) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



BEACH HOPPING 

 

 
  

 

+ Depending on your interest you can go see: 

A) Most Beautiful White-Sand Beaches around 

Flamingo/Potrero 

B) Tamarindo and Surfing Beaches of the area 

C) Playa de Coco and the calm volcanic dark sand beaches 

around 

+ Opportunity to shop for souvenirs and lunch at your own convenience 

 

RATE (+13%VAT) - $80pp PRIVATE TOUR (min. 3 Pax).  

Estimated driving time - from Flamingo/Potrero: 30min-1hr 

Bring - swimsuits (under!), towels, comfortable clothes, shoes & sunscreen 
 

 

Flamingo Beach VIP Full Day Package rental – from $32 per adult 

 

Relax like VIP on Flamingo Beach when you book this full-day beach package. Your package includes everything 

you need to unwind, including towels, ice chests, Bluetooth speakers, shades, cornhole boards and bags, zero-gravity 

chairs, 3 beers, 2 sodas and 2 waters per person.  You’ll also have a waiter ready to deliver snacks, food, and drinks 

to your area. Your private space is located near the Coco Loco Restaurant where you can also order whatever you 

wish. 

 
Playa Penca VIP Packages  

 

4 zero gravity chairs, 1 beach tent, shade, table $60 

4 zero gravity chairs, 1 beach tents, table, speaker, cooler, ice, speaker, towels, menu from local restaurants where 

they will pick up your food that you pay for $140  

Large groups of 8-10 will get 4 tents, chairs, ice, cooler, menu for ordering, cornhole, boogie boards, snorkeling gear, 

water, beer paddle board $260 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Arenal  
 

 

 

Arenal Rainforest & Hot Springs: 

 

+ Scenic Drive through Guanacaste province and around Lake Arenal 

+ Big Breakfast (several options) with a view of “Lake Arenal” 

+ Rainforest Hike close to the volcano (about 1.5 – 2hrs) 

+ Volcanic Hot Springs with a view of the volcano 

+ Delicious Lunch (different options) 

RATES (+13%VAT) - $210pp PRIVATE TOUR (min. 3 Pax) 

Estimated driving time (one way) - from Flamingo/Potrero: 3.5-4hrs 

Bring - comfortable clothes, rain jacket, shoes, swimsuits & change of clothes 

 

Arenal Deluxe Combos: 

  
+ Scenic Drive through Guanacaste province and around Lake Arenal 

+ Big Breakfast (several options) with a view of “Lake Arenal” 

+ Choose ONE of 4 DELUXE COMBOS (A, B, C or D) AND complete the perfect day at the rainforest 

relaxing at the natural Volcanic Hot Springs: 

A) Hike onto old lava trail + Hike to “Fortuna” Waterfall (possible swim) 

B) Hike onto old lava trail + Sloth Reserve (sloths, tree-frogs, birds, …) 

C) Hanging Bridges Hike in rainforest reserve (2.5-3hrs) 

D) Extreme Zip-Lining Adventure (+$40/Person over base rate) 

+ Early Dinner 

RATES (+13%VAT) - $245pp PRIVATE TOUR (min. 3 Pax) 
Estimated driving time (one way) - from Flamingo/Potrero: 3.5-4hrs 
Bring - comfortable clothes, rain jacket, shoes, swimsuits & change of clothes 



Monteverde 
 

 

 
 

Monteverde Cloud Forest Wonders: 
   + Scenic Drive through Guanacaste province and to the cooler Climate Divide  

+ Visit a beautiful Waterfall (Llanos de Cortes) along the drive  

+ Experience the rare Tropical Cloud Forest during a Guided Hike  

+ Delicious Lunch in Monteverde  

RATES (+13%VAT) → _$200pp PRIVATE TOUR (min. 3 Pax)  

Estimated driving time (one way) → _from Flamingo/Potrero: 3.5-4hrs  

                                           Bring - comfortable clothes (for 70F climate), rain jacket & shoes 

 

 

Monteverde Deluxe Combos: + Scenic Drive through Guanacaste province and to the cooler Climate Divide 

+ Experience the rare Tropical Cloud Forest 

+ Choose ONE of 4 COMBOS (A, B, C or D): 

A) Hanging Bridges Hike (2hrs) + Hummingbird Garden + Butterfly Garden 

B) Extreme Zip-Lining Tour + Hummingbird Garden + Butterfly Garden 

C) Nature & Wildlife Hike + Coffee & Cocoa Tour 

D) Extreme Zip-Lining + Hanging Bridges Hike (+$20/Person over base 

rate) 

+ Delicious Lunch in Monteverde 

RATES (+13%VAT) - $245pp PRIVATE TOUR (min. 3 Pax) 

Estimated driving time (one way) - from Flamingo/Potrero: 3.5-4hrs 

Bring - comfortable clothes (for 70F climate), rain jacket & shoes 

 



Floating & White-Water Rafting 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Rafting Rio Colorado & Waterfall:  

 

+ Class 2-3 Rafting Fun on small 2-person rafts (about 45-60mins) 

+ Opportunities to spot Wildlife along river’s shore 

+ Waterfall Visit and Swim (as long as weather provides) 

+ Delicious Lunch Buffet (lots of options) 

RATES (+13%VAT) -$170pp PRIVATE TOUR (min. 3 Pax) 

Estimated driving time (one way) - from Flamingo/Potrero: 1:30-2hrs 

Bring - swimsuits, towels, water-shoes, sunscreen & dry change of clothes 

 

 

Easy Floating Wildlife & Waterfall:  

 

+ Floating (2hrs) on Corobici River (safe for all ages) 

+ Wildlife Viewing (Birds, Iguanas, Bats, small Crocodiles, Bats and more) 

+ Waterfall Swim at “Llanos de Cortes” Falls (if weather conditions allow) 

+ Authentic Costa Rican Lunch (several options) 

+ + + ADD a visit of the Las Pumas Animal Sanctuary for +$15pp 

RATES (+13%VAT) - $160pp PRIVATE TOUR (min. 3 Pax) 

Estimated driving time (one way) - from Flamingo/Potrero: 1:30hr 

Bring - comfortable clothes, shoes, or sandals & sun protection (!) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



TENORIO RIVER RAFTING 
 

 

 
 
 

+ Class 3-4 White-Water Rafting (approx. 2hrs) on Tenorio River 
+ Hands-on Rafting Adventure (no previous experience required!) 
+ Wildlife Viewing along the river’s beautiful jungle scenery 

+ Refreshments & Delicious Lunch (several options) 

RATES (+13%VAT) - $170pp PRIVATE TOUR (min. 3 Pax) 

Estimated driving time (one way) - from Flamingo/Potrero: 1:30-2hrs 

Bring - swimsuits, towels, water-shoes, sunscreen & dry change of clothes 



Río Celeste & Waterfall 
 

 

 
 

+ Waterfall Swim @ “Llanos de Cortes” (if access & weather conditions allow) 
+ Rainforest Hike (challenging – 3 to 4 hours with lots of elevation change) 
+ Learn all about the rainforest ecosystem with our professional nature guide 
+ Celeste River with its beautiful waterfall (no swim), blue lagoon & more! 
+ Authentic Costa Rican Lunch (several options) 

 

You can also do Rio Celeste & Sloth Tour as a combo instead of waterfalls (Wildlife walk 

in private nature reserve+ Sloths, Tree Frogs, Poison Dart Frogs, Butterflies… lots of tropical plants) 

RATES (+13%VAT) - $165pp PRIVATE TOUR (min. 3 Pax) 

Estimated driving time (one way) - from Flamingo/Potrero: 2:45hrs 

Bring - comfortable clothes, rain jacket, swimsuits (under!), shoes and dry change of clothes 

+ 



Horseback Riding on The    Beach 
 

 

 

 
 
+ Horseback Riding (2hrs) by the beaches 

+Opportunities to spot Wildlife 

RATE (+13%VAT) - $65pp REGULAR TOUR (min. 2 Pax) 

Estimated driving time (one way) - from Flamingo/Potrero: 15mins 

Bring - comfortable clothes, shoes & sunscreen 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

ATV TOURS 
 

 

While you ride off roads you will have unique access to experience white sand beaches like Playa Minas  

and Puerto Viejo beach. This tour will provide an insight of the Guanacaste gold coast culture and 

fantastic look out points, as well you will be able to share with the local people some cantina (local bar) 

so you can rehydrate with refreshing margaritas, mojitos, or cold beer during the tour. 

  

Duration: 2 hours and 30 minutes 

Included: 

▪   Round trip transportation from Villa 

▪   Safety Equipment. 

▪   English Speaking Tour Guide. 

▪   Fruit /Bottle of Water/Basic snorkeling gear.  

 

 

$80 per person or  $90 for double 



           
 

Fishing  
 

 
 
 
 
 

Fishing Trips feature Professional Crews, Captains and Boats 
+ All gear, tackle & bait included 

+ Opportunities to spot Marine Life (Dolphins, Rays, Turtles and even whales) 

+ Refreshments, Snacks & Beer included! Full-day trips also include lunch! 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Whale Watching 
 



 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Whale watching season starts in September and lasts through November.  Great opportunity 

to get close to mother and calf that usually are near the coastline and travel slowly with their 

youngsters.   

 

Inquire for pricing  

 
 
 

  



 

Turtle Watching Tour 
 

 
 

 

Inquire for pricing when in season  
 
 

Every year, millions of sea turtles lumber onto the beaches of Ostional National Wildlife 

Refuge. Every year, millions of sea turtles are born on the beaches of Ostional Wildlife 

Refuge. And every year, thousands of lucky visitors come to these beaches to witness this 

spectacular event. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Scuba Diving 
 

 

 
 

Inquire for pricing  

Las Catalinas Islands are home to some of the best coastal diving in Costa Rica with a fantastic variety of 

marine life. With more than twelve great dive sites, if you are planning to dive during your visit to Costa 

Rica, Las Catalinas must be on your list of places to dive. The Islands are famous for the Giant Pacific 

Manta Ray sightings which are typically seen over the winter months of December to May. 

The Islands are also home to White Tip Reef Sharks, Eagle Rays, Devil Rays, Cow Nose Rays, Turtles, 

Dolphins, Moray Eels, Puffer Fish, giant schools of Jacks and Grunts. Over the months of August and 

September the Humpback Whales come inshore of the Islands to give birth and can be seen frequently 

close to the dive boats and divers are treated to whale song almost everyday during this season. 

Las Catalinas dive sites are suitable for all levels of diver and snorkeler.  

 



Surf Lessons 
 

 

 

Learn how to surf in in Tamarindo, Costa Rica’s most popular surf beach.  The town has 

plenty of surf shops, each with instructors and boards to rent. Private lessons and group 

lessons are available.  

 
Group Rates: 
 
$65 per person for a 2-hour lesson  
 
Private Rates:  $90 per person  
 
Transportation not included  
 

  



Canopy Tour 
 

 

 
 
 

 
+ Zip-Lining Adventure through and over the treetops 

+ 10 different cables/runs 

+ Opportunities to spot Wildlife 

+++ ADD an 2hr EXTREME ATV-TRIP for +$85pp 

 

RATES (+13%VAT) - $70pp REGULAR TOUR (min. 2 Pax) 
Estimated driving time (one way) - from Flamingo/Potrero: 25mins 
Bring - comfortable clothes, shoes & sunscreen 

  



Diamante Adventure Combo 
 
 

 
 
 

+ Ocean View Zip-Lines (Longest and Highest in CR!) 
+ 30-foot free fall “Quick Jump” 

+ Hanging Bridge over Crocodiles 
+ Animal Sanctuary (with sloths, jaguars, pumas, monkeys, crocs, birds & more) 
+ Buffet Lunch at Oceanview Restaurant 

+ Jungle Course (low ropes course) & Ocean Activities (SUP, Kayaks, Snorkel) 

 

RATES (+13%VAT) - $230pp PRIVATE TOUR (min. 3 Pax) 

Estimated driving time (one way) - from Flamingo/Potrero: 1:20hr (this is during rainy season when rivers 

are too deep to cross with Van). 30-40 mins during dry season (Mid December to June)  

Bring - comfortable clothes, shoes, swimsuits & flip-flops 

          

 

 

Drive yourself from the Villa, 30-40 minutes away. We only recommend this during dry season-Mid 

December-June.  Check out their website for packages Diamante Eco Adventure Park | Ziplining & Adventure 

Tours in Costa Rica Use code HOWLER for a 10% discount when you book online.  

 

https://diamanteecoadventurepark.com/
https://diamanteecoadventurepark.com/


Morning & Sunset Catamaran Tours 
 

The tour starts on board of our Luxury, stable catamaran       from the Flamingo Marina area where our 

cruise will set the sail and navigate for about five miles giving you access to some of the most 

beautiful, isolated beaches and diving locations of Costa Rica. We will stop in a peaceful bay where 

a snorkeling guide will be pleased to    show you marine wildlife or you can enjoy our double seat 

kayak, paddleboard, and fishing. 

While you're exploring the surroundings the crew will prepare a delicious and typical buffet. While 

comfortably enjoying the luxuries of the catamaran, keep your eyes open for dolphins, whales, sea 

turtles and manta rays that may be playing in the nearby waters. 

Morning tour 8:30am / 12:30pm Afternoon tour 2:00pm / 6:00pm 

 

INCLUDES:  Open bar with a wide selection like beer, cocktails (mojito, ron punch, margarita,) and soft 

drinks. Meal with fish and chicken wraps, guacamole, ground beans, pico de gallo, chips and dips, 

fresh fruit, cookies. Expert-guided snorkel tour with safe equipment for any age, kayak, paddle board. 

Transportation to and from Casa Pacifique.  

 

$88 per person, children 5-12 $65 

Private Charter (40") Capacity 30 people $1,900.00 (up to 20 pax) Private Charter (46") Capacity 

40 people $2,450.00 (up to 25 pax) Additional passengers for private charter are charged $95 pp. 

Additional hours for private charter $250.00 

Or $1000 for full day 



 
 

 
PRIVATE VAN - TRANSPORTATION SERVICES (+13% VAT) 

 
FLAMINGO/POTRERO (to/from):  

(one-way rates) 

 

Liberia Airport@ $120 for 1-4 persons (+$20 per additional passenger)   

Tamarindo@ $60 for 1-5 persons (+$5 per additional passenger) 
Coco/Papagayo@ $120 for 1-4 persons (+$20 per additional passenger) 

4 Seasons@ $140 for 1-4 persons (+$20 per additional passenger) 

Arenal/La Fortuna  @ $350 for 1-6 persons (+$25 per additional passenger) 

San Jose Airport@ $350 for 1-6 persons (+$25 per additional passenger) 

 

*** Late Night pick-ups between 9:00pm and 4:00am cost $10 Extra*** 

 

 


	+ Natural Volcanic Mud Baths and Hot Springs
	+ Expected Wildlife during floating: monkeys, lizards, iguanas, birds, crocs
	+ Expected Wildlife in rainforest: sloths, frogs, birds, butterflies and more
	+ We will show you the most beautiful Waterfalls of Guanacaste!
	+ Certain level of fitness required – hike to La Leona is adventurous!
	+ Liberia City Tour and Souvenir Shopping
	+ Volcanic Sauna, Mud & Natural Hot Springs
	+ Nature Walk to see sloths, treefrogs, butterflies and more tropical fauna
	BEACH HOPPING
	+ Depending on your interest you can go see:
	C) Playa de Coco and the calm volcanic dark sand beaches around
	+ Choose ONE of 4 DELUXE COMBOS (A, B, C or D) AND complete the perfect day at the rainforest relaxing at the natural Volcanic Hot Springs:
	+ Early Dinner
	+ + + ADD a visit of the Las Pumas Animal Sanctuary for +$15pp

	+ 10 different cables/runs
	+++ ADD an 2hr EXTREME ATV-TRIP for +$85pp

	+ 30-foot free fall “Quick Jump”
	PRIVATE VAN - TRANSPORTATION SERVICES (+13% VAT)

